The world’s languages exhibit striking diversity. At the same time, recurring linguistic patterns suggest the possibility that this diversity is shaped by features of human cognition. One well-studied example is word order in complex noun phrases (like these two red vases). While many orders of these elements are possible, a subset appear to be preferred. It has been argued that this ordering reflects a single underlying representation of noun phrase structure, from which preferred orders are straightforwardly derived (e.g. Cinque 2005). Building on previous experimental evidence using artificial language learning (Culbertson & Adger 2014), we show that these preferred orders arise not only in existing languages, but also in improvised sequences of gestures produced by English speakers. We then use corpus data from a wide range of languages to argue that the hypothesized underlying structure of the noun phrase might be learnable from statistical features relating objects and their properties conceptually. Using an information-theoretic measure of strength of association, we find that adjectival properties (e.g. red) are on average more closely related to the objects they modify (e.g. wine) than numerosities are (e.g. two), which are in turn more closely related to the objects they modify than demonstratives are (e.g. this). It is exactly those orders which transparently reflect this—by placing adjectives closest to the noun, and demonstratives farthest away—that are more common across languages and preferred in our silent gesture experiments. These results suggest that our experience with objects in the world, combined with a preference for transparent mappings from conceptual structure to linear order, can explain constraints on noun phrase order.
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1. Introduction. One of the oldest debates in linguistics concerns whether the languages of the world share a set of core invariant properties reflecting universal features of human cognition. At the center of this debate is a tension between the diversity we see when we look across languages and the similarities that crop up when they are analyzed under a certain lens. This tension, between linguistic diversity on the one hand and universal organizing principles on the other, is on full display in one of the simplest linguistic structures we use: the noun phrase. Given just a noun (e.g. vases) and three common categories of words that modify it—a demonstrative (e.g. these), a numeral (e.g. two), and an adjective (e.g. blue)—there are already twenty-four possible ways of ordering the words to make a phrase, almost all of which are found in some language. For example, the English order is these two blue vases; in Thai, it would be the equivalent of vases blue two these; in Vietnamese, it would be these two vases blue; in Basque, it would be two vases blue these; and so on. Yet there remains a small subset of orders that no language appears to use systematically. For example, we currently know of no language that systematically uses the equivalent of blue two these vases or blue these vases two.

Linguists have argued that these missing patterns offer evidence of universal organizing principles underlying how noun phrases are built (Cinque 2005, Steddy & Samek-Lodovici 2011, Abels & Neeleman 2012, Dryer 2018, Steedman 2018). As careful
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analyses of noun phrase order exist for only a small sample of the world’s languages (around 700 in Dryer 2018), any one pattern could be absent by chance (Piantadosi & Gibson 2014). Here, we focus not on which patterns are currently attested in the world’s languages, but instead on the frequency differences among the twenty-four possible orders. The dramatically skewed distribution is shown in Figure 1a.¹

Different typological samples and sampling techniques reported in the literature result in slightly different frequency estimations, including some discrepancies as to which orders are unattested (Cinque 2005, Cysouw 2010, Dryer 2018). Importantly, the shape of the distribution remains the same regardless of the method. For example, raw frequencies from Dryer 2018 are displayed in Fig. 1a, but a measure of frequency that aims to correct for genetic and geographic distance still shows a handful of common orders, homomorphic orders among them, with a long tail of infrequent orders (Dryer 2018).

Basic constituency tests also show that in a phrase like these blue vases, blue vases is a constituent (it can be replaced by ones). This order of composition is supported by formal semantic accounts of different modifier types. For example, most adjectives are treated as predicates that combine with the noun (e.g. Partee

2. HOMOMORPHISM AND Noun Phrase Word Order. What sort of organizing principles might explain why some noun phrase orders are so much more common than others? All current accounts start from the idea that adjectives, numerals, and demonstratives are not created equal. Rather, they differ in how they combine with each other. To illustrate this, take a complex word like speakers, composed of a lexical root speak and two morphemes -er and -s. The meaning of the word reflects how these two morphemes combine with the root; speak combines with -er first, creating a noun, speaker. This larger unit is then pluralized by combining with -s. The order of semantic composition is here preserved in the linear order—the morpheme that combines its meaning with the noun root first is closer to the root. This same idea can be applied to see how elements in the noun phrase (here multiple words) combine to form a coherent meaning. The adjective forms a unit with the noun first (i.e. vase is modified by the property blue). The resulting unit then combines with the numeral (i.e. the numerosity of the blue vases is specified), and finally that unit combines with the demonstrative (e.g. the group of blue vases is located in space relative to the speaker). This composition order is typically assumed to be reflected in the syntax (Adger 2003, Alexiadou et al. 2007), creating an underlying hierarchical structure in which each subunit forms a syntactic constituent.² Just as in the case of morpheme order, the linear order of words in a noun

¹ Different typological samples and sampling techniques reported in the literature result in slightly different frequency estimations, including some discrepancies as to which orders are unattested (Cinque 2005, Cysouw 2010, Dryer 2018). Importantly, the shape of the distribution remains the same regardless of the method. For example, raw frequencies from Dryer 2018 are displayed in Fig. 1a, but a measure of frequency that aims to correct for genetic and geographic distance still shows a handful of common orders, homomorphic orders among them, with a long tail of infrequent orders (Dryer 2018).

² Basic constituency tests also show that in a phrase like these blue vases, blue vases is a constituent (it can be replaced by ones). This order of composition is supported by formal semantic accounts of different modifier types. For example, most adjectives are treated as predicates that combine with the noun (e.g. Partee
phrase can in principle reflect this underlying structure, or not. An order that does will have the adjective placed closer to the noun, and the demonstrative farthest away. Following Martin et al. (2020), we refer to these as homomorphic orders. There are eight such orders, shown in Figure 1b, and they make up the bulk of the most frequently attested orders in Fig. 1a.

The notion of homomorphism—a transparent mapping between underlying structure (i.e. the compositional units described above) and linear order—thus describes a kind of hidden similarity between languages that on the surface appear to be different. This is exactly the kind of universal organizing principle posited by many linguists, but it is worth unpacking what this might mean. If the explanandum is the frequency differences among noun phrase orders, then two potential organizing principles must be involved. First, there is a universal preference for transparent mappings between underlying structure and linear order. A universal preference is not a hard-and-fast constraint, but rather one that is, by hypothesis, present in all humans but violable in their languages (e.g. as in Culbertson et al. 2013). After all, the majority of languages are homomorphic, but non-homomorphic languages can arise and are learnable. In addition, there is reason to believe that transparent mappings are preferred across cognition, reflecting a domain-general preference for simplicity in learning (Chater & Vitányi 2003, Culbertson & Kirby 2016).

The second piece of the puzzle is the underlying structure itself, in particular, the compositional units described above. Some linguists have argued that constraints on noun phrase order provide potential evidence for innate knowledge (Cinque 2005, Abels & Neeleman 2012, Steedman 2018). While the most obviously language-specific constraints proposed in these theories are designed to rule out specific non-homomorphic orders (rather than to explain the high frequency of homomorphic ones), underlying these theories is the universality of the hierarchy. Where does this structure come from? One possibility is that the categories Adjective, Numeral, Demonstrative, and Noun are innately known (or expected) by language learners, who tacitly know how they combine semantically, and thus come to the task of language acquisition already equipped with an underlying syntactic structure based on this (Adger 2003). In other words, from the moment children map words in their language onto these categories, they will expect Adjectives to combine with the Noun before Numerals, and Demonstratives to combine last.

1987), while numerals are widely analyzed as functions from nominal predicates to countable units (e.g. Partee 1988, Heim & Kratzer 1998) and demonstratives as functions mapping nominal predicates to individuals (e.g. Elbourne 2008). This also aligns with functionally oriented work on the noun phrase, which argues that nouns and adjectives appear closer together syntactically than nouns and numerals do because they are closer semantically (Hurford 1987, Rijkhoff 1990, 2004). All previous accounts of noun phrase word order cited here therefore assume this underlying structure (in terms of either syntax or semantics, or both).

3 The term isomorphic is used in Culbertson & Adger 2014, but as Martin et al. (2020) point out, it is more accurate to call these orders homomorphic, reserving isomorphic for the two most frequent orders—N-Adj-Num-Dem and Dem-Num-Adj-N. These are the only two orders from which it is possible to fully recover the underlying structure. In Dem-Num-N-Adj, by contrast, the surface order does not contradict the structure illustrated by Fig. 1b, but it is not possible to recover the relations between, for example, Dem and Adj. Therefore such orders are homomorphic but not isomorphic. The especially high frequency of isomorphic orders could then be explained by an independent preference for word-order harmony. Indeed, both Culbertson et al. (2012) and Dryer (2018) argue that there is a preference for consistent placement of modifiers before or after the noun. The two orders N-Adj-Num-Dem and Dem-Num-Adj-N are the most common because they are homomorphic and have a consistent order of modifiers relative to the noun. Of the non-homomorphic orders that are attested, many are harmonic (e.g. N-A-Dem-Num, N-Dem-A-Num, N-Dem-Num-A).
Here we explore these two hypothesized universals—a preference for homomorphism, and a universal underlying structure for the noun phrase (reflecting semantic composition and/or syntactic constituency). First, we show that when English speakers improvise a system of gestural communication, their gesture orders are systematically homomorphic. This supplements existing experimental evidence for a homomorphism bias in humans (Culbertson & Adger 2014, Martin et al. 2020) and supports the claim that this bias is at play in explaining noun phrase order in established languages. Then, we use an information-theoretic measure of strength of association to argue that the universal structure that shapes noun phrase order may in principle be learnable from observing the world, rather than reflecting innate knowledge. Specifically, we show that objects are more closely associated with their properties than with their numerosities; objects and their numerosities are in turn more closely associated than objects and their location and/or relation to the speaker. These nested conceptual representations (which are not linguistic in nature), combined with the linguistic categories Noun, Adjective, Numeral, and Demonstrative, form the basis of the hierarchy from which noun phrase linear order is derived. The skewed distribution of orders across languages may thus come from a pressure to be homomorphic combined with a universal hierarchical structure derived (in part) from properties of the world around us.

3. Experiment.

While previous accounts of noun phrase word order have implicitly assumed that homomorphic orders are a kind of default (e.g. Abels & Neeleman 2012), recent work has sought to provide direct behavioral evidence for a homomorphism bias using laboratory experiments (Culbertson & Adger 2014, Martin et al. 2019). For example, Culbertson and Adger (2014) trained English speakers on a pseudo-artificial language: participants saw English phrases with a prenominal modifier (e.g. blue vases, two cows, these shoes) and heard a translation into the new language, where modifiers were postnominal (e.g. vases blue, darts two, shoes these). Crucially, the phrases they were trained on only ever had a single modifier (either an adjective or a numeral or a demonstrative); multiple-modifier phrases were held out, so no evidence was given about the relative order of modifiers in the new language. At test, participants were shown these held-out, multiple-modifier phrases in English (e.g. these two vases, two blue vases, these blue vases) and asked to guess how they should be translated in the new language. One option was consistent with the surface order of modifiers in English, but not homomorphic (e.g. vases these blue). The other featured the reverse order of modifiers from English, but was homomorphic (e.g. vases blue these). Participants consistently chose the homomorphic option over the alternative, despite the latter being more probable given their experience with strings of modifiers in English. This is in line with a homomorphism bias operating on a universal underlying structure. However, the results could also reflect transfer at a more abstract level; participants may have learned from English that surface order should be homomorphic, and may have transferred this to postnominal modifiers in the experiment.

Stronger evidence would come from showing that speakers of a non-homomorphic language still show a bias favoring homomorphic order. However, this is challenging for two reasons. First, very few well-documented languages are in fact non-homomorphic.

Here we remain agnostic about whether and how children acquire the linguistic categories themselves. Furthermore, the centrality of the Noun in the hierarchy is likely something to be explained. For example, it may result from an object or shape bias, again either learned or innate (Landau et al. 1988, Kucker et al. 2019). Here we restrict our attention to the learnability, from nonlinguistic properties of the world, of the particular hierarchical nesting of conceptual representations.
Second, widespread bilingualism means that even if we were to test those speakers, they are still very likely to have experience with a homomorphic language (whether English or otherwise). Instead, we attempt to bypass the effects of prior linguistic knowledge to the degree possible by using the silent gesture paradigm. In silent gesture experiments, participants with no knowledge of a sign language must improvise a way to convey information using only their hands and no speech. This method has been popular in exploring biases underlying basic word order, showing that when participants use gestures to describe simple events (e.g. *Alex kicked the ball*), they often bypass the dominant order of their native language (Goldin-Meadow et al. 2008, Futrell et al. 2015) and take the semantic or conceptual properties of the information to be conveyed into account (Gibson et al. 2013, Hall et al. 2013, Schouwstra & de Swart 2014, Schouwstra et al. 2016). Here we use this method to investigate biases in noun phrase order. We expect that, as in experiments on basic word order, gestures will not simply recapitulate English order. Rather, if a bias for transparent mapping between underlying structure and linear order is at play even when participants are improvising in a modality distinct from their previous language experience, we expect their gesture order to be homomorphic.

### 3.1. Method.

**Participants.** Participants were twenty native English speakers. Data from four participants were excluded due to failure to produce gestures containing information for more than one modifier; therefore data from sixteen participants were used for analysis. None had previous knowledge of any sign language.

**Materials.** The stimulus set consisted of images of squares or triangles. They appeared in groups of four or five and were either striped or spotted, as in Figure 2a. Location relative to the gesturer was represented by two iPads that displayed the images, one of which was directly in front of the participant, and the other about an arm’s length away. The eight different images, presented on two different iPads, together formed sixteen total stimulus items.

![Stimulus set for experiment 1.](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Figure 2.** (a) Stimulus set for experiment 1. (b) Set-up of the experiment, with participant seated in front of two iPads displaying images (e.g. as shown alongside).

**Procedure.** Participants were seated at a table across from the experimenter, with the two iPads in front of them (see Figure 2b). They were filmed using a Logitech camera connected to a Macbook Air, which controlled stimulus presentation over a networked server. Before starting, participants were shown the set of eight images they would have to gesture as printed pictures. They were told that they should describe each image using their hands, without any speech, so that someone watching the recorded video would be able to work out what they were seeing. The sixteen total items (eight

---

5 All experiments reported here were approved by the PPLS Ethics Committee at the University of Edinburgh. All participants gave consent prior to beginning. This included permission to share videos/images from their sessions for research purposes.
images in two locations) were presented twice to participants in two randomized blocks. There was a brief break after the first block of sixteen trials.

**Coding.** Example gesture clips are shown in Figure 3. Gestures were coded by identifying which part of the gesture corresponded to information associated with each conceptual piece of the image: the object corresponded to the **N(oun)**, the texture/size to the **A(djective)**, the numerosity to **Num(eral)**, and the location to **Dem(onstrative)**. In some cases, additional information other than that corresponding to the **N, A, Num, or Dem** was conveyed (e.g. about the spatial arrangement of the objects in an image). This was ignored for the purposes of coding order. If **Dem, A, Num, or N** were omitted, or gestures included simultaneous information (i.e. if the object shape was gestured while simultaneously indicating numerosity), no order was coded for the relevant element(s).

Gesture strings were then coded as homomorphic or not, based on whether they were consistent with one of the eight orders shown in Fig. 1b. For example, **Dem-N-A-Num** was homomorphic, as was **N-A-Num** (with omitted Dem); **Dem-N-Num-A**, by contrast, was non-homomorphic, as was **N-Num-A**. Gestures were coded once by the first author, and a second time by an independent coder. Agreement on gesture order was 82%, and 92% on gesture homomorphism. All instances of disagreement were resolved by discussion with a third coder.

In a small number of cases (seven total), simultaneous gestures meant we could not determine whether the order was homomorphic (e.g. in a gesture string with Dem followed by a simultaneous gesture incorporating N, A, and Num, the relative order of A and Num is not clear).

All regression models reported here were run using the lme4 package (Bates 2010) in R (R Core Team 2017). All data reported in this article, as well as analysis scripts, are available at https://osf.io/nurwp/.

---

**Figure 3.** Clips from two participants illustrating experimental set-up with proximal and distal iPads and example gestures. (Top: stimulus *four spotted squares* on proximal iPad, order Dem-Num-N-A; bottom: stimulus *four striped triangles* on distal iPad, order Dem-N-A-Num.)

**3.2. Results.** As predicted, gesture strings were overwhelmingly homomorphic; indeed, only 2% were non-homomorphic (11% were ambiguous, e.g. due to gesture combinations or repetitions). To confirm this, we ran a logistic mixed-effects model predicting a binary outcome variable, homomorphic or not, using only an intercept term and including participant as a random effect. This intercept was positive and significant \( \beta = 4.71 \pm 0.91, p < 0.001 \), confirming a strong preference for homomorphic gesture strings. The frequency of gesture orders and how often a given pattern was used in the majority of a participant’s gestures (i.e. as the participant’s default order) are shown in Figure 4a and 4b, respectively. All of the latter are homomorphic. The most com-
monly used patterns were Dem-Num-N-A and Dem-N-A-Num, neither of which is the basic noun phrase word order used in English (Dem-Num-A-N). This raises the question, as in other studies employing the silent gesture paradigm, of what these gesture strings correspond to linguistically. While they could correspond to more complex noun phrases (e.g. akin to the English phrase *these two squares with spots*), they could also correspond more closely to sequences of sentences (e.g. *On that iPad, there are two squares. The squares have spots*). Alternatively, it could be that there is not a clear equivalent to speech, at least in the mind of the gesturer. While we return to this point below, these data suggest that, regardless of the linguistic status of these gestures, the information conveyed is organized temporally in a way that is homomorphic to the hypothesized underlying structure.8

---

8There is also a strong preference for gesturing the adjective information after the noun information. This accords with the typological counts of NP order, which show a prevalence of N-Adj types (Dryer 2018). A preference for postnominal adjectives has been discussed in the context of previous experimental work on noun phrase word-order learning (Culbertson et al. 2012, Culbertson & Newport 2015).

---

4. LEARNING CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE FROM THE WORLD. To summarize, typological evidence points to the high frequency of homomorphic orders relative to non-homomorphic alternatives. Artificial language learning experiments using spoken language suggest that English speakers assume homomorphic orders of postnominal modifiers (Culbertson & Adger 2014, Martin et al. 2019). This same population innovates homomorphic orders when improvising gesture sequences. All three sources of evidence point to the existence of a homomorphism bias, assuming an underlying structure in which the adjective combines with the noun first, then this constituent combines with the numeral, and then that larger constituent combines with the demonstrative.

We now turn to the origins of the underlying structure itself, which forms the basis of previous accounts of noun phrase order (Cinque 2005, Steddy & Samek-Lodovici 2011, Abels & Neeleman 2012, Dryer 2018, Steedman 2018). We propose that this structure is derived from universal conceptual representations that can be learned by observing the environment: objects in the world (expressed linguistically by the category Noun) are more closely related to their properties (expressed by Adjective) than to their nu-
merosities (expressed by Numeral), which are in turn more closely related to objects than the objects’ location and/or relation to the speaker is (expressed by Demonstrative). Intuitively, differences in strength of association among modifier types can be seen by considering common objects in the world. For example, wine is closely associated with its color (e.g. red or white); skyscrapers are closely associated with their height; Dalmatians are closely associated with their texture (e.g. spotted). It is trivial to come up with other such examples of objects that are closely associated with particular properties. By contrast, examples of objects that are closely associated with their numerosity are difficult to come by. Some things typically come in pairs, like shoes, or dozens, like eggs; however, most objects are not closely associated with a numerosity. Objects are even less likely to be associated with their location and/or relation to the speaker; in fact, these concepts are by their very nature changeable. These universal conceptual representations form the basis of the syntactic hierarchy, which by hypothesis specifies relations among discrete linguistic categories (an idea we return to below).

Strength of association can be formalized in information-theoretic terms as pointwise mutual information (PMI), given in 1. PMI tells us whether a given pair of elements cooccur more than would be expected from their base frequency rates. If wine cooccurs with the property red more often than it would in a world in which objects and properties combined freely, then this pair will have high PMI. PMI for a pair of elements will be zero when the two elements are completely independent of one another, and negative when they cooccur less than would be expected by their base rates. Our prediction is that on average, objects and their properties have higher PMI than objects and their numerosities, which in turn have higher PMI than objects and their location and/or relation to the speaker.

\[
(1) \quad pmi = \log \frac{p(x,y)}{p(x)p(y)}
\]

To test our prediction, we estimated the PMI of objects and their properties, objects and their numerosity, and objects and their location/relation to speaker from dependency-parsed natural language corpora, on the assumption that the use of nouns, adjectives, numerals, and demonstratives in a corpus reflect the statistical properties of the world. We use corpora rather than, for example, image sets, because they provide a representative sample of the kinds of concepts that frequently appear (and are salient) in our environment. By contrast, large image sets are almost exclusively tagged with object names and do not include, for example, information about an object’s relation to a speaker. Note, however, that using corpora means there will be some influence of linguistic categories, which are imposed on the world by our minds (see appendix §A1 for additional discussion). We calculate the base frequency rates of nouns and modifiers, and then count how often individual adjectives, numerals, and demonstratives modify individual nouns. The critical comparison is the average PMI values across (Noun, Modifier) pairs, for each modifier type. To ensure our results are not influenced by any particular language, we replicate this using corpora from twenty-four languages across a number of families, plus all English corpora in CHILDES (Sagae et al. 2007) (see appendix §A1 for details).

Our account assumes that the relevant relations are between objects and their properties (or numerosities, or relation to the speaker). This builds in the centrality of the object (see n. 2). However, PMI is otherwise a symmetric measure: it therefore captures the intuition not only of a strong association between a Dalmatian and its spots, but also of the possibility that spots are very likely to bring to mind Dalmatians.
4.1. Methods. We first extracted all dependencies involving a noun and an adjective, a noun and a numeral, or a noun and a demonstrative. We excluded all singleton pairs to prevent PMI values from being skewed by low-frequency items (Jurafsky & Martin 2019), and then estimated the probabilities of each pair, and each member of the pair. The probabilities were calculated using maximum likelihood estimation. The precise implementation of the PMI calculation was as in 2, where \( n \) is a noun, \( m \) is a modifier, and \( \{n, m\} \) is a noun and a modifier in a dependency of type \( t \) (either A, Num, or Dem). In other words, the probability of a given modifier is based on the set of modifiers of that type modifying a head noun, and the probability of the noun is based on the set of nouns that have that type of modifier.\(^{10}\)

\[
(2) \quad \text{pmi} = \log \frac{p(n,m|\{n,m\})}{p(n|\{n,m\})p(m|\{n,m\})}
\]

Stepping through an example, say we have a corpus that results in the cooccurrence frequencies in Table 1a. The probabilities for the pairs (wine, red), (wine, spotted), (dog, red), and (dog, spotted) are given by their cooccurrence frequencies divided by the total counts of all (noun, adjective) pairs in the corpus (i.e. 1000/2011 = 0.497 for (wine, red) and (dog, spotted), 1/2011 = 0.0005 for (wine, spotted), and 10/2011 = 0.005 for (dog, red)). To obtain the PMI values for each pair, these numbers are divided by the individual probability of the noun in the pair (1001/2011 = 0.498 and 1010/2011 = 0.502, respectively), multiplied by the individual probability of the adjective in the pair (1010/2011 = 0.502 and 1001/2011 = 0.498, respectively), and we take the log of this number. The resulting PMI values are shown in Table 1b. The final step in our analysis is to compare the average of these pairwise PMI calculations for all noun-modifier pairs for each modifier type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>wine</th>
<th>dog</th>
<th>wine</th>
<th>dog</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>red</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>red</td>
<td>0.992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spotted</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>spotted</td>
<td>-8.961</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Counts of cooccurrence frequencies.  
b. Resulting PMI values.

Table 1. Example of high- and low-PMI pairs from a made-up corpus with two nouns and two adjectives.

4.2. Results and discussion. Figure 5 shows average PMI values for each modifier type across all language corpora. As predicted, on average, (Noun, Adjective) pairs have the highest PMI, (Noun, Demonstrative) pairs have the lowest PMI, and (Noun, Numeral) pairs fall in between. A linear mixed-effects regression model predicting PMI from modifier type (a factor with three levels: Adjective, Numeral, Demonstrative) with language as a random effect confirms this (using Helmert contrast coding, with adjective as the default level: adjectives vs. numerals: \( \beta = -2.44 \pm 0.02, p < 0.001 \); mean of adjectives and numerals vs. demonstratives: \( \beta = -0.16 \pm 0.01, p < 0.001 \)). Based on this information-theoretic measure of strength of association, properties (conveyed by Adjectives) are on average more closely associated with objects (conveyed by Nouns) than numerosities are (conveyed by Numerals), which are in turn more closely related with objects than location or status relative to the speaker is (conveyed by Demonstratives).

\(^{10}\) Note that this is not the only way to implement the PMI calculation. For example, it is also possible to calculate probabilities over the set of all the phrases with a modifier modifying a head noun (i.e. across the whole set of noun phrases modified by A, Num, and Dem). The implementation reported here generally lowers PMI across the board relative to this alternative. However, both ways of computing PMI give the same results: adjective pairs have the highest PMI, and demonstrative pairs the lowest. For additional discussion of the relationship between PMI and entropy, see the appendix.
Recall that we are using linguistic corpora here only as a convenient tool for getting at the statistical properties we assume to exist in the world, independently of language. How would these properties come to influence word order? Our hypothesis is that children track these differences in conceptual closeness while learning about the world, and use them to construct a representation of how objects and their properties, numerosities, and location relative to the speaker relate to each other. This nonlinguistic knowledge constitutes the conceptual basis for a natural asymmetry between the linguistic categories Adjective, Numeral, and Demonstrative, leading to the hierarchy in Fig. 1b. Importantly, this assumes that there is a level of representation—a linguistic hierarchy encoding syntactic constituency and/or semantic composition of Nouns, Adjectives, Numerals, and Demonstratives—mediating between conceptual representations of the world and word order. Given that there is independent evidence for the reality of such a level of representation, perhaps this is a reasonable assumption. However, an alternative possibility is that conceptual structure can in principle drive linear-ordering preferences by itself. This in principle predicts that ordering decisions should be made on an item-by-item basis: a particular object-property pair may have lower PMI than a particular object-numeral pair, and if this indeed impacts how they are represented, then the linguistic tokens should be more likely to be ordered, for example, Adj-Num-N or N-Num-Adj. Note that this completely item-based ordering is not how languages are typically organized. For example, even though numerosity is conceptually more closely related than color to eyes, the ordering observed in English obeys the general category order rather than the item-specific order (e.g. two blue eyes as opposed to blue two eyes). However, making ordering decisions on the basis of individual items like this may be overly taxing or complex. Category-based generalizations in linguistic representations (like the hierarchy) is a solution to this problem.

Interestingly, however, there is evidence that the categories may actually be represented in a somewhat more fine-grained way. Specifically, it is often suggested that Ad-
jective is not a single category but a set of (hierarchically) related subcategories, for example, quality > size > shape > color > provenance (e.g. Dixon 1982, Cinque 1993). Indeed, while the link between conceptual closeness has not been applied to distinct modifier types, something like it has been suggested as an explanation for patterns of multiple adjective ordering (e.g. Seiler 1978, Bouchard 2002, Champollion 2006), among other factors (see Scontras et al. 2017). For example, Martin (1969) argued that when a phrase contains multiple adjectives, their relative order is influenced by the degree to which they denote properties that are inherent or essential to the denoted object. Figure 5b shows average PMI for color/texture adjectives (which tend to pattern the same) and size adjectives in the English corpora. This correctly predicts that color/texture adjectives should generally be ordered closer to the noun than size adjectives are (e.g. small green vase is preferred to green small vase in English and other languages; Cinque 1993, Scott 2002, Truswell 2009). These more subtle differences in average PMI may also affect word-order preferences, particularly in a task designed to tap into sensitivity to conceptual information, like silent gesture.

5. Experiment 2. In experiment 2, we test the prediction that adjectives that differ in their average PMI should differ in the extent to which they are ordered homomorphically in spontaneous gesture strings. To evaluate this, we conduct a second silent gesture experiment, directly comparing the improvised gesture strings produced by participants when object properties were higher-PMI textures (striped and spotted, as in experiment 1) or lower-PMI sizes (small and large).

5.1. Method.
Participants. Participants were forty native English speakers (twenty per condition). The data set from one participant (texture condition) was excluded due to failure to produce gestures containing information for more than one modifier; therefore data from thirty-nine participants were used for analysis.

Participants were randomly assigned to the texture or size condition; they thus gestured only high- or low-PMI adjectives. None had previous knowledge of any sign language.

Materials. The objects featured in experiment 2 were toothbrushes and pencils (see Figure 6). In experiment 1 (where we used squares and triangles) we observed participants using combined gestures (e.g. shape and texture simultaneously). We anticipated that this would be even more common with size (e.g. conveying large and square as a combined gesture). In order to discourage participants from using simultaneous gestures in experiment 2 we therefore used objects—pencils and toothbrushes—that are typically conveyed using associated actions rather than by depicting the shape (Padden et al. 2015). As in experiment 1, objects appeared in groups of four or five. In the high-PMI condition, objects were either striped or spotted (see Fig. 6a). We used texture rather than color because improvising a gesture for a color is relatively difficult compared to a texture like striped or spotted. In the low-PMI (size) condition, objects were either big or small (see Fig. 6b). Location relative to the gesturer was represented by two iPads that displayed the images, one of which was directly in front of the participant, and the other about an arm’s length away (see Fig. 2b). The eight different images, presented on two different iPads, together formed sixteen total stimulus items, which were presented twice, in random order for each participant.

11 For additional information about PMI calculations for specific adjective classes, see appendix §A1.
**Procedure.** The procedure was identical to experiment 1 with one exception: at the end of experiment 2, we asked participants to reflect on the gesture order they used, and we gave them a single trial to describe using English.

**Coding.** Example gesture clips for experiment 2 are shown in Figure 7. Gesture strings were coded as for experiment 1. Agreement on gesture order was 90%, on gesture homomorphism 100%. All instances of disagreement were resolved by discussion with a third coder (blind to the hypothesized difference between conditions).

**5.2. Results.** As in experiment 1, gesture strings were overwhelmingly homomorphic. Across both conditions 18% were non-homomorphic (1% were ambiguous due to e.g. repetitions). The most commonly used patterns, shown in Figure 8, were Dem-Num-N-A (approximately 400 gestures), Dem-Num-A-N, Dem-N-A-Num, and Dem-N-Num-A (ranging from 150–185 each). This includes the English order (but not the reverse, for example), suggesting some influence of the native language. Participants’
self-reports indicate that few were consciously aware of using English order: very few participants reported that they produced gestures based on how they would have said it in English; most reported having no idea why they used a particular order, or putting the most important or salient information first. The most common orders produced using speech post-experiment were Dem-Num-N-A, Num-A-N-Dem, Dem-Num-A-N, and Num-A-N (with Dem omitted). These overlap partially, but not entirely, with the gesture orders overall, and there is a partial correspondence between the speech order participants used and their gesture order. For example, of the nine participants who produced an order resembling English in speech ((Dem)-Num-A-N), four used this in gesture as well, while the remaining five used a different order (e.g. Dem-Num-N-Num-A, Dem-N-A-Num, Dem-Num-N-A).

Returning to the question of interest here, Figure 8 suggests that more non-homomorphic orders were produced by participants in the low-PMI size condition. Importantly, the most frequent of these involves placing Num closer to N than A, exactly as predicted. In the texture condition 89% of gestures were homomorphic (11% non); in the size condition 74% were homomorphic (25% non). A logistic mixed-effects model predicting homomorphic order from condition, with participant as a random effect, revealed a significant overall preference for homomorphic order but no difference between conditions, either overall or for A and Num specifically (sum contrast coding, overall scope: inter-
cept $\beta = 3.08 \pm 0.53, p < 0.001$, condition $\beta = -0.63 \pm 0.50, p = 0.20$; A and Num scope: intercept $\beta = 3.48 \pm 0.64, p < 0.001$, condition $\beta = -0.90 \pm 0.57, p = 0.11$). Comparing these results to those of experiment 1, there was no difference in use of homomorphic orders between the two texture conditions ($\beta = -1.6 \pm 1.12, p = 0.15$), but there was a significant difference between homomorphism in experiment 1 (texture only) and the size condition in experiment 2 ($\beta = -2.89 \pm 1.09, p < 0.01$). A comparison between the two texture conditions combined and the size condition in experiment 2 also revealed a significant difference in homomorphism ($\beta = -0.96 \pm 0.44, p = 0.03$). In both cases, homomorphic orders were less likely to be used in the size condition. However, the pressure to use a homomorphic order remains strong across conditions.

6. General discussion. Noun phrase word-order patterns documented in the world’s languages follow a highly skewed distribution: a small number of patterns are very common, while others are rare or as yet unattested. In previous research, linguists have claimed that this distribution is evidence for the influence of universal organizing principles, at least some of which might be innate (Cinque 2005, Steddy & Samek-Lodovici 2011, Abels & Neeleman 2012, Dryer 2018, Steedman 2018). Here we have explored these universal organizing principles using novel sources of data. First, we found evidence for a preference for homomorphic orders, that is, orders that transparently map between a universal underlying structure and linear order. In line with previous work using artificial (spoken) language experiments (Culbertson & Adger 2014, Martin et al. 2019), we found that gesture strings, improvised in a modality distinct from participants’ previous language experience, were overwhelmingly homomorphic.

Second, we used an information-theoretic measure of strength of association computed on natural language corpora (as a proxy for the real world) to show that objects (expressed by Nouns) and their properties (expressed by Adjectives) are more closely related than objects and their numerosities (expressed by Numerals); objects and their numerosities are in turn more closely related than objects and their location or relation to the speaker (expressed by Demonstratives). Specifically, average pointwise mutual information differed among these distinct types, with (Noun, Adjective) pairs consistently highest, and (Noun, Demonstrative) pairs lowest. We argued that conceptual representations reflecting this kind of information could form the basis of a universal linguistic hierarchy (along the lines of Fig. 1b). To confirm the relationship between strength of association and linear order using a more fine-grained distinction, our second gesture experiment manipulated types of properties (conveyed by size and texture adjectives). When the property to be conveyed was on average more similar in terms of PMI to numerosity (size), this resulted qualitatively in more violations of homomorphism. This effect reached significance only when combined with the data from experiment 1, confirming again the strength of the homomorphism bias.

Our findings are therefore consistent with the idea that conceptual structure and linear order are related via homomorphism. However, there remain a number of open questions as to the nature of the link between strength of association and linear order, some of which we have already discussed above. First, in natural language the link between conceptual representations and word order may be mediated by knowledge of (discrete) linguistic categories (like Noun, Adjective, Numeral, and Demonstrative) and by an intermediate level of representation encoding syntactic constituency and semantic composition (see Figure 9). It may be that the bias for homomorphism targets these linguistic representations, rather than the conceptual structure directly. After all, syntactic categories like Noun, Adjective, Numeral, and Demonstrative are linguistic notions,
and rules determining linear order in a given language typically appear to target these (rather than individual tokens or pairs of words).

There is, however, another possibility, which does not invoke a homomorphism bias at all. Recent work on word order and language processing suggests that mutual information derived from surface linguistic input (rather than observing the world) may also influence word order directly. Most recently, Hahn et al. (2018) show that mutual information contributes to explaining adjective-ordering preferences gathered from English speakers; when multiple adjectives are present in a phrase, the adjective with higher mutual information tends to be closer to the noun. Following Futrell and Levy (2017), this could be driven by memory-constrained incremental processing. Placing modifier-noun pairs with high mutual information far apart from one another may increase processing effort. Here, high mutual information in the corpus could in principle be driven by strong conceptual association. This is intriguing work, but deals only with adjective order. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to explore the empirical predictions it would make for the order of other modifiers, and whether it might provide an alternative or complementary approach to noun phrase order grounded primarily in incremental processing considerations rather than a preference for homomorphic mappings to conceptual structure. Importantly, this account would also need to incorporate a notion of category-based generalization that would override the pressure to make ordering decisions on a token-by-token basis. In addition, note that for us, linguistic corpora necessarily reflect the statistical properties of the world (and this is what allows us to use them as a proxy for the purposes of estimating the mutual information between different aspects of the world). As such, we would argue that the ultimate source of the mutual information asymmetries in the surface linguistic input available to children will itself be driven by the same properties of the world that we have appealed to here. In this case, the direction of causation is from mutual information in the world to conceptual structure.

To conclude, both the diversity and the similarities among patterns in this simple linguistic domain are critically important. The similarities allow us to relate features of language to general features of cognition, filtered through linguistic representations. We have argued that statistical properties learned from observing the world set up a conceptual asymmetry in which objects are more closely related to their properties than to
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**Figure 9.** How properties of the world shape the word order of languages. Our experimental results and corpus statistics support a view in which conceptual representations are learned by children exposed to statistical properties of the world. This leads to hierarchically structured linguistic representations, which, when linearized homomorphically, predict word-order universals. The difference between conceptual and linguistic representations here relates to categories such as Noun, Adjective, Numeral, and Demonstrative, over which generalizations must be made by the language learner. The ‘linguistic representations’ box in this figure therefore corresponds to the hierarchy in Fig. 1b. Note that although the homomorphism bias here is operating on representations that are specific to language, we propose that the bias itself arises from domain-general principles of simplicity.
their numerosities, which are in turn more closely related to objects than their location/relation to the speaker is. This leads to a set of universal underlying hierarchical relations between the linguistic categories expressing these elements: Nouns, Adjectives, Numerals, and Demonstratives. A pressure for transparent mappings between this underlying structure and linear order leads languages to favor a particular set of noun phrase orders—with the adjective closest to, and the demonstrative farthest away from, the noun. There are eight such orders, and they are all among the most robustly attested in the world’s languages. This general pressure for homomorphism reflects a type of simplicity, often taken to be a unifying principle of cognitive science (Chater & Vitányi 2003, Culbertson & Kirby 2016). The diversity of patterns actually found illuminates the probabilistic nature of the mechanism linking cognition and linguistic structure, namely cultural evolution.

Appendix

A1. Additional information about PMI calculations. Adjectives, numerals, and demonstratives differ from one another in terms of the size of the linguistic class; there are typically more adjectives than numerals, and a relatively small set of demonstratives. For example, English uses four (encoding distal/proximate and singular/plural distinctions), Latin used six (differentiating ‘near to me’ and ‘near to you’ in addition to ‘far away’), and other languages like Ilocano have a much larger set (making many distinctions in terms of visibility, continued existence, etc.; Rubino 2000). But most languages tend to use a small number of demonstratives relative to adjectives and numerals. These categories themselves therefore reflect how the world is carved up by the human mind, both in ways that are specific to particular languages and in ways that are likely not. Intuitively, though, even if one were to vastly increase the number of demonstratives—for example, making ever finer distinctions in terms of physical or temporal distance—they will still be relative to the speaker. However, modifier types with fewer category members will typically have lower entropy, and this could in turn lower their PMI since the mutual information of a pair is bounded above by the entropy of the lower-entropy element. Note, however, that for some languages, the set of adjectives and numerals is similar in size, and yet the PMI values still differ (e.g. in our Indonesian corpus, there are 125 unique adjectives and 123 unique numerals, but adjective PMIs are still almost twice as high). Although our hypothesis posits a connection between linear order and PMI (not modifier set size or entropy), we checked whether entropy rather than PMI explains the differences between modifier types in our data. To do this, we randomly sampled small sets of adjectives and numerals from our English corpora and calculated PMIs for each sample (1,000 samples, set size = 4, same as Dem). While entropies go down overall, as expected, the PMI of (Adj, N) pairs is still highest, and the PMI for (Dem, N) the lowest. We also randomly sampled sets holding entropy near constant (a tight range around the entropy for demonstratives in our corpus), and our PMI differences still hold there as well. See Figure A1.

Average PMI values for color/texture vs. size adjectives were calculated by extracting the PMI values calculated as above for adjectives that matched these types. Adjectives were identified from lists of color, texture (including material), and size adjectives and then supplemented by hand coding. We also computed PMI values for these adjectives a second way: by recomputing PMI values such that the probability of a given modi-
fier is based on the set of modifiers of that type (i.e. here color or size rather than adjective) modifying a head noun, and the probability of the noun is based on the set of nouns that have that type of modifier. This does not change the result, namely, that PMI values for color/texture are higher than for size.

**A2. Additional information about corpora.** All adult-directed corpora are from the Universal Dependencies Treebank 2.0 (Nivre et al. 2018). English child-directed speech data are the dependency-parsed English corpora available on CHILDES (Sagae et al. 2007). We used all languages with available corpora totaling more than 200K words (CHILDES is the largest), plus Basque and Indonesian (approximately 150K each) in order to increase the diversity of the set. All treebank corpora used are listed in Table A1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LANGUAGE</th>
<th>FAMILY</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>IE, Romance</td>
<td>Sequoia Treebank (Candito &amp; Seddah 2012), French UD Treebank (McDonald et al. 2013), Turin University Parallel Treebank (Sanguinetti &amp; Bosco 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>IE, Romance</td>
<td>AnCora Treebank (Recasens &amp; Martí 2010), Spanish UD Treebank (McDonald et al. 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalan</td>
<td>IE, Romance</td>
<td>AnCora Treebank (Recasens &amp; Martí 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>IE, Romance</td>
<td>Italian UD Treebank (Bosco et al. 2000), Turin University Parallel Treebank (Sanguinetti &amp; Bosco 2015), PoSWITA-UD (Sanguinetti et al. 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>IE, Romance</td>
<td>Portuguese UD Treebank (McDonald et al. 2013), UD Portuguese Treebank (Rademaker et al. 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romanian</td>
<td>IE, Romance</td>
<td>Romanian UD Treebank (Barbu Mititelu et al. 2016), Romanian Non-standard UD Treebank (Bobicev et al. 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin</td>
<td>IE, Romance</td>
<td>UD Latin PROIEL Treebank (Haug &amp; Johndal 2008), Perseus UD Latin Treebank (Bamman &amp; Crane 2011), Index Thomisticus Treebank (Cecchini et al. 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>IE, Slavic</td>
<td>Russian Universal Dependencies Treebank (McDonald et al. 2013), SynTagRus (Dyachenko et al. 2015), UD Russian Taiga (Lyashchak et al. 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech</td>
<td>IE, Slavic</td>
<td>Czech CAC UD Treebank (Hladká et al. 2008), Czech PDT UD Treebank (Bejček et al. 2012), Czech CLTT UD Treebank (Križ et al. 2015), FičTree (Jelínek 2017), Parallel Universal Dependencies Treebank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polish</td>
<td>IE, Slavic</td>
<td>UD Polish Treebank (Wróblewska &amp; Przepiórkowski 2014), LFG Enhanced UD Treebank of Polish (Patejuk &amp; Przepiórkowski 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindi</td>
<td>IE, Indic</td>
<td>Hindi UD Treebank (Palmer et al. 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancient Greek</td>
<td>IE, Greek</td>
<td>UD Ancient Greek PROIEL (Haug &amp; Johndal 2008), Perseus Universal Dependencies Greek Treebank (Bamman &amp; Crane 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>IE, Germanic</td>
<td>English Web Treebank (Bies et al. 2012), LinES Parallel Treebank (Ahrenberg 2015), Turin University Parallel Treebank (Sanguinetti &amp; Bosco 2015), Georgetown University Multilayer corpus (Zeldes 2017), Parallel Universal Dependencies Treebank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>IE, Germanic</td>
<td>German UD Treebank (McDonald et al. 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>IE, Germanic</td>
<td>Swedish-Talbanken Treebank (Nivre &amp; Bandmann Megyesi 2007), LinES Parallel Treebank (Ahrenberg 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch</td>
<td>IE, Germanic</td>
<td>UD Dutch Alpino Treebank (Van der Beek et al. 2002), UD Lassy Small Treebank (Bouma &amp; Van Noord 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwegian</td>
<td>IE, Germanic</td>
<td>LIA Norwegian UD Treebank (Øvrelid &amp; Höhle 2016), Norwegian UD Treebank, Bokmål, Nynorsk (Velldal et al. 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonian</td>
<td>Uralic, Finnic</td>
<td>UD Estonian Treebank (Muischnek et al. 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finnish</td>
<td>Uralic, Finnic</td>
<td>UD FinnTreeBank 1 (Hakulinen et al. 2004), UD Turku Dependency Treebank (Haverinen et al. 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>Sino-Tibetan</td>
<td>Traditional Chinese UD Treebank (McDonald et al. 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean</td>
<td>Korean</td>
<td>Korean UD Treebank (McDonald et al. 2013), KAIST Korean UD Treebank (Chun et al. 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>Afro-Asiatic, Semitic</td>
<td>NYUAD Arabic UD treebank (Maamouri et al. 2005), Arabic-PADT UD Treebank (Smrz et al. 2008)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Table A1. Continues)
Information about word order is not encoded directly in the dependencies, and the overwhelming majority of phrases containing one of these three modifier types in the corpora have only a single modifier (83% in the English treebanks, compared to 14% with two modifiers, and 3% with three or more). Further, almost all phrases (94%) have only a single modifier type. Note that demonstratives are tagged inconsistently across treebank corpora. We extracted them using featural information first, and then manually checked them against grammars for each language in order to assemble the final set. Numerical dependencies are also tagged somewhat inconsistently across corpora (e.g. dates are sometimes tagged as cardinal numerals, some compound number words, such as two hundred, are occasionally treated as two distinct words). We programmatically cleaned up the numeral dependencies where this was possible.
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